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Abstract: In distributed environment, data availability and concurrency control both are challenging issues. Data availability can be maintained by replicating data at several locations or sites that will improve the availability but at the same time it is very challenging task to maintain the consistency of it. In order to improve the performance of the system, it is required to execute multiple transactions concurrently on several sites. Therefore, we need to control these concurrent transactions for maintaining consistency of replica. Replica control become more complex for the environment where messages are delayed due to communication failure. In this paper, we develop formal model of fault-tolerant replica control protocol Using Event-B. Formal methods are mathematical techniques through which we can verify the correctness of model. Event-B is a formal method which is used to develop the model in distributed environment.


I. INTRODUCTION

Highlight A Distributed system is a collection of autonomous computers which are placed at different locations and connected among themselves through a network [1][2]. Data management at single site or node is easy whereas it is difficult when data is placed at different locations. The major problems which are associated with data management are data availability and consistency [1][2]. It was observed that Data availability can be improved through replication mechanism. Data management will be more complex when it is replicated at several places. Replica controlling is a big challenge to achieve data consistency in distributed system. Replication strategies [3][4][5][6] can be categorized as: optimistic and pessimistic. Optimistic replication protocol is also known as lazy replication [3][5] in which replica may be inconsistent for some time but at the end it will be verified while Pessimistic replication is more conservative because an update cannot be written if a lock is not available. Data availability will be sacrificed using pessimistic approach [4]. Replication can be also classified as partial and full replication [4][6]. We are considering full replication, where copy of same database will be available at all sites. In order to ensure consistency there are several replica control schemes [4][5][6]. Distributed 2PL[4][5] is one of them. It is also a pessimistic approach in which data availability is sacrificed due to locking.

In distributed 2PL, all sites are required to be available for the commitment of the transaction. In distributed environment it is very difficult to ensure the availability of all sites. To overcome this problem, we are considering majority based replica control protocol [4][5]. Majority based replica control protocol handles the faulty situations where group of sites are not available due to any failure reason. In consideration of faulty environment, we have introduced notion of resending of vote request, if majority is not achieved. In this regard, first coordinating site checks the availability of more than half of the sites, if majority is not fulfilled it resends the vote request to non responder sites. The frequency of resending of vote request depends on a constant value called as threshold. In order to give verification and formal development of our model, we are using Event-B that is event-driven formal method. Formal methods [7][8][9][10] are mathematical techniques that are used to verify the correctness of model. Event-B is a formal method which supports development of model in distributed environment. To ensure the correctness of model, proof obligations which are generated by Event-B model must be discharged. Rodin [11][12][13] is an eclipse based framework which provides an environment to write Event-B specifications and to discharge proof obligations. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides introduction of the B Method, section 3 provides system model informally, section 4 presents formal development of fault tolerant majority based protocol and section 5 concludes the paper.

II. EVENT-B FORMAL METHOD

Event-B [14][15][16][17][18] is the successor of the B method permitting to model discrete systems using mathematical notations. An Event-B specification is made of two elements: context and machine. Context presents static part and machine shows dynamic part of model. The machine contains variables, invariants and events. Events are checked by different conditions called as guards. When the guards of the event become true list of actions will be performed. The state variables are modified by set of events. The invariants state properties that are defined on variables must be always satisfied, when variable changes its value in different events.

III. INFORMAL DESCRIPTION OF FAULT-TOLERANT MAJORITY BASED PROTOCOL

In this section, we present an informal discussion on fault tolerant majority based protocol to control database replication. In full replicated database system, common data object are present at all sites. Majority based concurrency
control protocol is appropriate choice to control replicas under network partitioning or site unavailability. This protocol ensures that any transaction will be committed under the availability of more than half of the sites. In order to check the availability, the transaction submission site i.e. coordinator site will send vote request message to all other sites (participating sites). Participating site will send the response to coordinating site. Coordinating site will count total number of responses from participating site. If total number of responses exceeds the majority (more than half of the sites) then the coordinator will check the latest copy of replica. To find out latest copy of replica, version number is used. Each time when writing is done on replica, version number will be incremented by one. Therefore, the site having largest version number will have latest copy of replica. After execution of transaction on latest copy of replica, the latest version number and replica will be sent to all available sites. In this paper, we have also considered the delayed response from participating site. For handling delayed response, we have introduced notion of timer at coordinating site. The coordinating site will activate timer when request message is broadcast to all other participating sites. The sender will wait for response for that time period. When time out occurs, coordinating site will count the total number of responses received. If the majority of sites are not available, then the sender assumes that either the site is not available or the message is delayed. The coordinating site resends the request message to those sites whose response is not available at coordinating site yet.

IV. FORMAL DEVELOPMENT OF FAULT-TOLERANT MAJORITY BASED PROTOCOL

In this section, we present formal modeling of fault tolerant majority based protocol. In the context part of the model the site , message, lock manager and transaction are declared as carrier set. The set status, vstatus and timeout are declared as enumerated set. The status specifies the state of the transaction having values abort, commit and pending while vstatus having values granted and notgranted. The set timeout is enumerated set having values active and expire. The description of variables which are declared in machine part are as follows:(fig. 1)
- The variable vote_response represents the set of responses from participating site to coordinating site.
- The variable active_trans is a set of all active transactions submitted at any site.

- Variable t_status specifies status of transaction at any site. The mapping (ss m) mabort : t_status indicates that status of transaction at site ss is abort.
- The variable vr_status defines whether vote request granted or not from site to other site.
- The lock_request variable specifies lock request message from site to its local lock manager.
- The variable lock_status specifies status of lock request at any site. The mapping (ss m granted) : lock_status indicates that lock status of site ss is granted.
- The variable vn is a version number of a site which is a natural number.
- The variable activesite specifies all available sites that is participating in the processing of transaction.

- The variable trans defines the set of all active transactions.
- The variable cosite defines set of coordinator site.
- Variable sitetime specifies status of timer at particular site. The time out value of any site may be either expire or active.
- The variable verval represents value of version number which is defined as set of natural number.
- The variable sender is defined as sender : (message m site). The mapping (mm ss):sender indicates that message mm has been sent by sender ss.
- Variable deliver ensures delivery of message at particular site.
- The variable vnm specifies the version number of message.
- The variable msgfortran specifies update message for any transaction. The mapping (mm m tt): msgfortran indicates that update message mm for transaction tt has been sent.
- The variable noofatempt represents number of attempts a vote request can be sent from coordinating site to other participating sites.
- The variable threshold is a constant which defines the upper limit of number of attempts. It is used to fix up the number of times a site can resend vote request to participating sites if any failure occurs.

The variables vn, noofatempt are initialized to zero while threshold is initialized to some positive constant. Remaining variables are initialized to φ.

The Event-B specification of our model are as follows:

4.1. Transaction initiation and lock request to its local lock manager

Submission of transaction is shown in fig. 2(Transaction_Initiate event). This event specifies the submission of fresh transaction. The site on which a new transaction is submitted, known as coordinator site. The guards (grd3 and grd4) of this event shows that transaction tt is a fresh transaction and it is not active at site si respectively. Due to initiation of this event tt will become active at site si (act1 and act2 ). The action act3 make site si as coordinating site for transaction tt. The action act4 set the status of transaction as pending.

After submission of transaction, site sends lock request message to local lock manager for requested data items by the transaction (Send Lock Req event of fig.2). The guard grd3 specifies that site ss has not done request for its local lock manager lrm. The guard grd4 ensures that transaction tt is active at site ss.

Due to occurrence of the event lock request set will make the entry of lock requests of the site ss to its local lock manager lrm (act1 ).

4.2. Sending vote request to participating sites and vote response

This event (Send_Vote_Req) specifies sending of vote request message by coordinating site to all other sites(participating sites). In this model fault tolerance for site crash and delayed message lost has been considered.
Figure 1: Variables and Invariants of Machine

In faulty environment, it may possible that participant sites are available but the reply messages sent by them may be delayed. It may cause to abort transaction at coordinator site because of majority is not achieved although sufficient no of participant sites are available but their reply messages were delayed. In our approach, we are handling this situation by rebroadcasting request messages only to those participant sites from where response has not been received.

In this event (Send_Vote_Request of fig. 3), Site ss is a coordinating site for transaction tt that is ensured through guard grd2. The guards (grd3 and grd4 ) ensures that tt is an active transaction at site ss and it’s request to its local lock manager is fulfilled respectively. The guard (grd5 ) specifies that more than half of the sites are not available. Due to occurrence of this event, status of the site ss for transaction tt will be set to pending and response timer is activated (act1) through action (act2 ).

Figure 2: Transaction Submission and Sending of Lock Request

The event (Send Response) specifies the sending of response from participating site to coordinating site (see fig. 3).
Figure 3: Vote Request and Send Response

After receiving of vote request for a transaction \( tt \) from coordinating site, participating sites send response to it. The guard \( gd6 \) specifies that participants site \( sj \) has not sent the vote response to coordinator site \( ss \). The guard \( gd7 \) ensures that response timer is active at coordinating site \( ss \) and status of transaction \( tt \) is pending is ensured by guard \( gd9 \).

Due to occurrence of this event vote response will be sent by participating site \( sj \) to coordinating site \( ss \).

Figure 4: Message Failure and Acceptance of Vote Response

4.3. Failure of Message and Acceptance of Vote Response
This event (Message_Failure event) specifies modelling of delayed message (see fig. 4). If there is any situation when site is available but vote response is not received on coordinating site then the entry in vote response will be omitted from vote response. The guards \( gd3 \) and \( gd4 \) ensures that coordinating site and participating sites are different. The guard \( gd5 \) ensures participant site \( sj \) has sent the vote response to coordinating site \( ss \). This event removes the entry of vote response since message is delayed or lost. The event (Accept_VR) models the acceptance of vote response at coordinating site. Site \( ss \) which is defined as coordinating site checks the vote responses from participating sites\( (sj) \). The guard \( gd5 \) specifies that participating site \( sj \) has sent the response to coordinating site \( ss \). The guard \( gd7 \) ensure that in the knowledge of coordinating site transaction \( tt \) is not active at participating site \( sj \) since response has not received. Due to occurrence of this event the vr status will be updated by granted \( (act1) \). The set of active site will also have updated for transaction \( tt \) \( (act2 \) and \( act3 \).
4.4. Finding Maximum Version Number of Replicas and Commit Operation at Coordinating Site

This event models the computation of maximum version number to find the latest copy of replica (Max_Version of fig. 5). The replica which has highest version number will be latest one. Initially, version number of all sites will be zero and it will be incremented by one. The set verval stores version numbers (vn) of each site. The guard grd5 and grd6 that value of variable maxver will be the maximum value of all versions present in verval set. The action act1 assigns the maximum version number to site ss.

The event Cord Commit specifies commitment of transaction at coordinating site ss (see fig. 5). At coordinator site ss(grd2), if majority is fulfilled then the transaction executes and change its state from pending to commit state. For commitment more than half of the sites(grd4) must be available. After the commitment version number will be incremented by one.

\[
\text{Max\_Version} \triangleq \\
\text{ANY ss, maxver, tt} \\
\text{WHERE} \\
grd1 : maxver \in \mathbb{N} \\
grd2 : tt \in \text{trans} \\
grd3 : ss \in \text{cosite}(tt) \\
grd4 : \text{sitetime}(ss) = \text{expire} \\
grd5 : \forall x : x \in \text{verval} \Rightarrow \text{maxver} \geq x \\
grd6 : \text{maxver} = \text{max}((\text{vervalU}[0])) \\
\text{THEN} \\
act1 : \text{vn}(ss) := \text{maxver} \\
\text{END} \\
\text{Cord\_Commit} \triangleq \\
\text{ANY sj, tt, ss} \\
\text{WHERE} \\
grd1 : tt \in \text{trans} \\
grd2 : ss \in \text{cosite}(tt) \\
grd3 : (sj \rightarrow tt) \in \text{active\_trans} \\
grd4 : \text{card}(\text{active}\_\text{site}) > \text{card}(\text{site}) \geq 2 \\
grd5 : (sj \rightarrow ss) \in \text{granted} \cup \text{vr\_status} \\
\text{THEN} \\
act1 : \text{vn}(ss) := \text{vn}(ss) + 1 \\
act2 : t\_status(ss \rightarrow tt) := \text{commit} \\
\text{END}
\]

![Figure 5: Maximum version number and coordinator commit](image)

4.5. Broadcast Updations to Other Participating Sites and Receive

This event (Broadcast) models the transfer of updations done on coordinating site to all other participating sites (see fig. 6). After commitment of transaction the coordinating site broadcast a message to all sites to maintain consistency in database. The guard grd1 and grd2 specifies that transaction tt is an active transaction whose coordinating site is ss. The Guards grd3 and grd4 ensures that message mm has not been sent. The guard grd6 specifies that transaction has been committed at coordinator site ss. On occurrence of the event, message mm is broadcasted by site ss (act1 ) sender will be updated(act1) and version number of coordinating site has been assigned to message (act2 ). The action act3 add the transaction tt to msgfortran set. This event(Receive) specifies

\[
\text{Broadcast} \\
\text{ANY ss, mm, tt} \\
\text{WHERE} \\
grd1 : tt \in \text{trans} \\
grd2 : ss \in \text{cosite}(tt) \\
grd3 : mm \in \text{message} \\
grd4 : mm \in \text{dom}(sender) \\
grd5 : (ss \rightarrow tt) \in \text{dom}(t\_status) \\
grd6 : t\_status(ss \rightarrow tt) = \text{commit} \\
\text{THEN} \\
act1 : \text{sender} := \text{sender} \cup \{mm \rightarrow ss\} \\
act2 : \text{vnm}(mm) := \text{vn}(ss) \\
act3 : \text{msgfortran}(mm) := tt \\
\text{END} \\
\text{Receive} \\
\text{ANY ss, mm, tt} \\
\text{WHERE} \\
grd1 : ss \in \text{Site} \\
grd2 : mm \in \text{dom}(sender) \\
grd3 : mm \in \text{dom}(\text{vnm}) \\
grd4 : mm \rightarrow tt \in \text{msgfortran} \\
\text{THEN} \\
act1 : \text{deliver} := \text{deliver} \cup \{ss \rightarrow mm\} \\
\text{END}
\]

![Figure 6: Broadcast and Receive Event](image)
Part_Commit

ANY ss, tt, si, mm
WHERE
  grd1 : ss∈activesite
  grd2 : tt∈trans
  grd3 : si=cosite(tt)
  grd4 : mm∈dom(sender)
  grd5 : mm∈dom(vnm)
  grd6 : (ss=tt)∈active_trans
  grd7 : (ss=tt)∈dom(t_status)
  grd8 : t_status(ss=tt)=pending
  grd9 : sender(mm)=si
  grd10 : ss=mmdeliver
  grd11 : card(activesite)>card(site)≥2
THEN
  act1 : t_status(ss=tt)=commit
  act2 : vnm(ss):=vnm(mm)
END

Co_Abort

ANY sj, tt, ss
WHERE
  grd1 : tt∈trans
  grd2 : ss=cosite(tt)
  grd3 : sj∈activesite
  grd4 : tt∈transaction
  grd5 : (ss=tt)∈active_trans
  grd6 : card(activesite)>card(site)≥2
  grd7 : (sj=ss)∈dom(vr_status)
  grd8 : vr_status(sj=ss)=granted
  grd9 : noofattemp(ss)=threshold
THEN
  act1 : t_status(sj=tt)=aborted
END

Figure 7: Participant Commit and Coordinator Abort

When half of the sites are not available (Cord_Abort event) and number of attempts for revoting exceeds the threshold then the transaction will be aborted. In event (Co_Abort of figure 7), transaction tt has been submitted at coordinator site is ensured through guards grd2 and grd4. The guard grd6 specifies that majority of sites are not available. Participating sites (sj) are available in activesite which is ensured through grd3. The guard grd8 specifies that the vote request status of participating site sj on coordinator site ss is granted. Due to occurrence of this event status of transaction tt will be aborted as majority is not fulfilled (act1).

4.7. UNLOCK AND TIMEOUT EVENT

In figure 8, When a transaction on site changes its state from pending to either commit or abort, the site executes unlock request to its local lock manager (Unlock Event). The guards, grd2 and grd3 check whether lock is already acquired or not. If lock is acquired and transaction has been committed successfully then the entry for the acquired lock will be removed from lock request (act1). This event (Timeout) models timing boundaries for a transaction tt (see fig. 8). The guard grd1 specifies that transaction tt is an active transaction submitted on site ss which is coordinator site (grd2). The guard grd3 checks that the timer is active or not. On occurrence of the event, if duration is completed then it will be expired for the identified site

Unlock

ANY ss, ltm, tt
WHERE
  grd1 : ss∈site
  grd2 : ltm∈loc_lock_man
  grd3 : (ss=ltm)∈lock_request
  grd4 : (ss=ltm)∈dom(t_status)
  grd5 : t_status(ss=tt)=commit
THEN
  act1 : lock_request := lock_request \{ ss=ltm \}
END

Timeout

ANY ss, tt
WHERE
  grd1 : tt∈trans
  grd2 : ss=cosite(tt)
  grd3 : sitetime(ss)=active
THEN
  act1 : sitetime(ss):=expire
END

Figure 8: Unlock and Timeout

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have done the formal development of fault tolerant majority based replica control protocol. Formal methods are techniques to verify the correctness of the system mathematically. Replica control is a challenging issue to provide consistency in distributed environment. In faulty environment network may be partitioned due to link failure or messages may be delayed. In order to control the replica under network partitioning, we are considering majority based replica control protocol. In this protocol even sites are available but due to delayed messages majority will not be fulfilled incurred extra cost for completion of transaction. In this paper, we have introduced the notion of time period which is allotted to coordinator site (transaction submission site). The coordinator site will resend the request messages to those participating sites from where messages are not received in allotted time period. We have also used a control variable named as threshold which control total number of times a request message can be sent by transaction coordinator site. For the formal verification of our model, we have considered Event-B as a formal method.

In this model, we have formally verified replica control protocol using Event-B. Event-B model generates proof obligations. In order to ensure correctness of model these proofs must be discharged. While discharging proofs all invariants are preserved (no violation) We have considered RODIN platform for writing B specifications.
In order to verify the correctness of our model we have also added following invariant.

\[ lss, tt(ss : SITE \& tt : \text{trans} \& ss = \cosite(tt) \& (ss \cdot tt) : dom(t\_status) \& t\_status(ss \cdot tt) = \text{commit}) \land \text{trans(card(activsite) > card/site)} / 2 \]

This invariant ensures that site ss is coordinating site and status of transaction \( tt \) is \text{commit} then majority of sites are available. In our Model 74 proofs were generated by system, out of which 56 proofs are discharged automatically and 18 proofs are discharged interactively. While discharging the proofs of the model it gives clear insight about the protocol. In future we will extend our model for dynamic partitioning in distributed environment through refinement.
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